ATTACHMENT

PROSPECTIVE SERIES OF SPEAKERS AND TOPICS FOR AUDITORIUM PROGRAMS

A. New Approaches to Analysis

Decision-making as a focus of analysis, using the Cuban missile crisis as a case study

The World Dynamics model: the technique and the substance of its predictions

Human behavior in International Politics

Uses and limits of policy models

The Use of Social and Political Indication

Crisis Management

Forecasting

B. The International World

The Japanese Economy

Where is Japan Heading?

Current Trends in Chinese Foreign Policy

The Soviet Union and the United States: A Look Ahead
The Impact of the International System on Domestic Soviet policies

The World Economic Outlook

The United Nations

The Diffusion of Power

The Shift from Bi-polarity--a New International System

A look ahead at multi-polarity in the 1980's

The Strategic Balance: A British View

The World Today and its Leaders

C. Contemporary Problems for CIA and Intelligence

Crozier, Brian or
Meyer, Armin, Special
Asst. to Sec. of State

International Terrorism

International Drug Traffic

How do we evaluate intelligence?

What must we keep Secret and Why?

CIA and the Government's Constitutional Structure

How CIA Looks to the Press

The World Economy

Intelligence--Successes and Failures
D. Future Intelligence Problems

Man and His Environment

Genetic Engineering

The Continuing Impact of Technology

Weather Modification: Peril or Promise?

What the Political and Social Future Holds

E. Management and Changing Values

---

A New Look at Man

A New Look at Institutions

Where is the "Work Ethic" Today?